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particle electric charge mass mean lifetime

u, d quarks  (*) 2/3, -1/3 0,002 - 0,015 GeV bound

s, c, b, t quarks (*) -1/3, 2/3, ... 0,1 - 173 GeV short

neutrino (*) 0 ~0 ∞

electron (*) 1 0,0005 GeV ∞

muon (*) 1 0,1 GeV long (2∙10-6 s)

taon (*) 1 1,78 GeV very short

photon  (**) 0 0 ∞

gluon (*) 1 ~0 bound

W boson (*) 1 80 GeV very short

Z boson  (**) 0 91 GeV very short

Higgs boson (**) 0  125 GeV
discovered in 2012

very short

(*) and corresponding antiparticles
(**) it is its own antiparticle

 Standard Model - elementary particles
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Z boson decays
into charged leptons:   

into neutrinos:  
  

into quarks: 
decay into          pair is not possible, t quark mass is too 
large
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Probabilities of these decay modes are not 
identical, they depend on the charge and chirality 
of the final particles.
For example decays into neutrinos are 2 times 
more frequent than into charged leptons.
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Measurement of Z boson decays:

decays into neutrinos: 
neutrinos interact extremely weakly - practically there is 
no chance to observe them in the detector 
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Measurement of Z boson decays:

decays into neutrinos: 
neutrinos interact extremely weakly - practically there is 
no chance to observe them in the detector 

decays into quarks: 
quarks from Z boson decay immediately transform into 
hadrons forming jets; it's difficult to distinguish which of 
many hadrons produced in proton-proton collisions 
originate form Z boson decay

decays into  leptons:
these particles decay immediately, most frequently into 
hadrons - similar problem as with decays into quarks 

only decays into light leptons:                        
are relatively easy to observe

e+ e- , + -
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Signal events
Events with deacays of Z boson into pairs +- or e+e- 
are easy to identify as there are few  light leptons - in 
such events usualy only two. 
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Background events
However, sometimes in the events without Z boson  
a pair +- (or e+e-) from other processes may be found

Event with two 
hadronic jets

+ from a decay 
of a hadron

Event with two 
hadronic jets
Event with two 
hadronic jets
Event with two 
hadronic jets

- reconstructed 
from signals left 
by other particles
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How to make sure that                           pair was created in a decay of 
a Z boson? One can use the Einstein formula:

E - is the energy of the particle
m - is the mass of the particle
p - is the momentum of the particle
c - is the speed of light, it can be omitted when we select the units so that c=1

The mass of the particle can be calculated when the energy and the momentum are 
known: 

In all decays, the energy and the momentum are conserved thus the in case of Z boson
we can calculate them as:

where
E

1
, E

2
 are the energies of secondary particles and p

1
, p

2
 are their momenta

E2
= mc2


2
 p c2

e+ e-   +  -

E = E1+E2

p⃗ = p⃗1+ p⃗2

m = √E2
− ( p⃗)2
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Measuring properties of secondary particles in the Z boson decay  
we can calculate the mass of the Z boson 

This formula gives also an estimate of the mass of heaviest particle that cam be 
produced in the proton-proton collisions. Assuming that all energy is used to 
produce such a particle its mass is:

Obviously, the largest value can be reached when the beams have the same energy 
and absolute values of momenta but opposite directions, as then the negative term 
becomes zero:

m =  E1E2
2
− p1p2

2

mmax = √ 4 Ebeam
2

− (0)2
= 2 Ebeam

mmax = √ (Ebeam ,1+Ebeam ,2)
2
− ( p⃗beam ,1+ p⃗beam ,2)

2
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Discovery of new particles

Analyses of invariant mass distributions 
lead to discoveries of many new particles.

The particle J/, (a meson containing 
two charmed quarks cc, with a mass of 
3,0969 GeV) was found in  e+e- collisions.

Discovery of new particles is possible 
whenever the energy of collisions is 
increased in a new accelerator.

Samuel C.C. Ting -  Nobel Prize 
co-winner presenting the invariant 
mass distribution of  e+e- pairs. 
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But what if momenta are 
measured with some errors?

Histogram of the calculated mass of the Z boson

The experimental mean value:
91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV

the width of the distribution:
2.4952 ± 0.0023 GeV   

ideal case: momenta of particles
are measured without errors
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When momentum is measured 
with a 10% error, the mean 
value is changed slightly, but 
the width increases

Histogram of the calculated mass of the Z boson

The experimental mean value:
91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV

the width of the distribution:
2.4952 ± 0.0023 GeV   

ideal case: momenta of particles
are measured without errors
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When there is much more 
background than signal it may 
be difficult to see the signal

background  :  signal  =  100 : 1
(10 000 : 100)

Histogram of the calculated mass of the Z boson

Usually in addition to the expected 
peak there is some background

signal  :  background  =  1  : 1
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Histogram of the calculated mass of the Z boson

UWitch larger number of events 
analyzed the peak becomes more 
apparent

signal  :  background  =  100  : 1
(100 000 : 1 000)

When there is much more 
background than signal it may 
be difficult to see the signal

background  :  signal  =  100 : 1
(10 000 : 100)
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Higgs boson is created in proton-proton 
collisions in a rather complicated way 
presented in this Feynman diagram:

Creation and decay of Higgs boson
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These are only selected 
examples of Higgs boson 
decays

Also decays of Higgs boson 
are rather complicated:

Creation and decay of Higgs bosons
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We will be searching for a Higgs boson decaying into two Z bosons or 
into two photons - events with rather low probability, but relatively easy 
to distinguish from other events in which Higgs boson wasn't produced.

Creation and decay of Higgs boson
There are many different deacy modes of the Higgs boson:
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Accelerator 
rings

Large Hadron Collider

Detectors

Located near Geneva on the 
border between Switzerland and 
France
Placed in 27 km tunnel. 
Consists of  9300 magnets
Magnets working at the 
temperature 1,9 K (-271,3°C) 
two beams of protons circulation 
in opposite directions collide in 
four places, where ALICE, ATLAS, 
CMS and LHCb detectors are 
located
protons are traveling with the 
speed equal to 99.9999991%  of 
the speed of light
maximal proton energy is 7 TeV
in addition to proton-proton 
collisions also lead-lead, proton-
lead and recently xenon-xenon 
collisions are delivered by LHC.
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Detektor ATLASDetektor ATLAS
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Detektor ATLASDetektor ATLAS
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Typical elements of a detector

Muon detector

Magnet

Hadronic Calorimeter 

Electromagnetic 
calorimeter  

Tracking detector
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Ślady w detektorze 
pozostawiane przez różne typy cząstek

Tracking 
detector

Electro-
magnetic 
calorimeter

Muon 
detector 

Hadronic 
calorimeter 

electron

photon

proton, pion

muon

neutron

neutrino ??  reconstructed 
as missing momentum
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Recognition of Z boson and Higgs boson 
decay products:
Tracking detector:

electron: a track is visible
muon: a track is visible
photon: no track

Electromagnetic calorimeter:
elektron: significant energy deposit
muon: no signal (or very small)
photon: significant energy deposit

Hadronic calorimeter: 
elektron: no signal  
muon: no signal (or very small)
photon: no signal 

Muon detector:
elektron: no track
muon: a track is visible
photon: no track

e 
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